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It was complete. Finally, after years of research and testing, the dome was 

complete! Or, the pieces of it were, anyway. 

It was actually two domes. One was made entirely of UV protective glass, and the 

outer dome was made of a thick, shatter-resistant material. The space between was filled 

with a cooling gel, and the UV dome would give everything a light purple tint. Venus was a 

very hot planet, after all. 

Mars has been colonized for several years now, and the Earth’s population 

continues to rise. Venus was the next frontier. 

The domes were created in six separate pieces, which pull apart like pizza slices. 

Each section will be prepared for its three-month trip to the hot surface. They will then be 

installed and a replica of one of the greatest cities in the world will be constructed inside. 

This time, that city will be Rome! It’ll be a condensed version, of course, with homes 

constructed throughout. 

The people filling the homes will be the project contributors, scientists, and 

agricultural specialists, along with their families. Hazel’s parents were the former, having 

donated large sums of money to this cause. They had never allowed Hazel to create strong 

attachments to Earth. In fact, they had hoped to be off this rock before she could develop 

memories here. Between Venus’ atmosphere and surface, as well as the sun, construction 

had been delayed. But now, their little family had a one-way ticket among the first to begin 

this new civilization. 

Hazel filled her days with lessons. She was home schooled, played piano and violin, 

and danced ballet. 

“Mother, why can’t I go to a regular school?” she would ask from time to time. 

“Because we are going to move very far away. You have no need for the menial 

lessons of the school here,” was always her mother’s response. After a while, she had just 

stopped answering, and Hazel stopped asking. 

The world watched as the pieces were lifted into space and taken away. The burn 

trails of the transport ships lingered for hours after. It would be another two years before 

the dome was completely put together, and a year after that for the structures inside to be 

constructed. 
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Hazel’s lessons continued during that time. She performed in concert halls playing 

violin and piano. She performed as a principal dancer in The Nutcracker, Swan Lake, and 

Sleeping Beauty. 

Her parents hadn’t really been her parents over the last three years; her whole life, 

really. Instead, they concerned themselves with the construction of their new home. 

Finally, though, the day came that they could travel to it. 

Her dad told her they wouldn’t need to pack much but to make sure her 

instruments and costumes and ballet slippers were all in attendance. “You won’t be much 

use without those things,” he told her. 

While Hazel wasn’t entirely sure what that meant, she obeyed. A virtually-friendless 

life of lessons and detachment made packing simple. Hazel was very methodic, almost 

robotic. A place for everything. The neatness of it all relaxed her as she zipped up her 

suitcases and gathered them, one by one, at the front door. 

Hazel wasn’t nervous until she saw the transport units. There were four of them. 

They looked like cruise ships, only twice the size, and the tops were covered in metal. 

And there were no port holes to see out of. 

She followed Mom and Dad to an ever-growing line. Four hundred people hadn’t 

sounded like a lot, but when they were all in one place, checking in, it felt claustrophobic. 

Hazel noticed a lot of kids her age. 

The dome pieces were sent ahead when she was fourteen. Age seventeen now, 

Hazel had the typical ballerina body. She stood poised, shoulders back, head up, long limbs 

resting gently around her. 

“Hi, Hazel!” a cheery voice called. She turned to see Coleen, from her lessons. 

Coleen was thicker, with a cherub face and mid-length blonde hair, and she sang opera. 

Sometimes Hazel accompanied her on piano. 

“Are you on the Hanua?” Coleen asked. Hazel looked puzzled, Coleen giggled and 

handed her a pamphlet. “It’s Hawaiian for the Earth.” 

Hazel took the literature and thanked Coleen, who apparently had beaten her 

parents to the line. Her mother, a harsh looking woman, put a hand on Coleen’s shoulder. 

“You shouldn’t be speaking right now. Save your voice.” Coleen’s mother 

handed her daughter a drink, probably lemon water, and ushered her off to another 

line without a look at Hazel. The girls waved goodbye. 
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Coleen’s family was heading to the line for the Zemlia, which, according to the 

paper Coleen had given Hazel, was Russian for the Earth. The other two transports were 

the Dunia and Medini, the Swahili and Hindi terms for the Earth, respectively. 

The line moved quickly. There were no tickets or currency exchanged, just IDs 

shown and a checkmark on a tablet. All aboard! 

Heading up the gangway had a very classy feel to Hazel. She hadn’t seen many 

movies, but she felt as elegant as Kate Winslet in Titanic. Hazel also remembered the scene 

where Winslet’s character, Rose, went up on a ballet pointe to prove her toughness the 

first time she went below deck with Jack. I hope this trip goes better than that one, Hazel thought 

to herself, remembering the ending. 

As Hazel and her parents were being escorted to what looked like a theatre, their 

bags were taken and stowed away safely. Everyone sat down in the rows and rows of seats. 

Following the motions of the adults in the room, Hazel buckled herself in. Little bags were 

being passed down the aisles. Hazel took one and saw they contained earplugs. 

The Hanua would be the second ship to take off. Hazel could hear the loud, steady 

explosion of the Dunia as it launched. Even through the metal hull, it was loud. 

About an hour passed before an announcement came, telling everyone to put in 

their ear plugs, tighten their belt straps, and put on their masks. Underneath each chair was 

an oxygen container. A tube fed up through the front of the chair to a mask. 

The ship began rumbling and Hazel’s heartbeat quickened. Her parents did not 

seem worried, and she tried her best not to show she was scared. The rumbling got worse, 

and suddenly everyone was squished to the seats. All of her years of dance meant Hazel 

had strong lungs, so she handled the pressure of takeoff well. 

The ride smoothed out after a short while. As they reached orbit, she heard an 

unlocking sound and one final shudder. Her shoulders pressed against the straps, then 

went back down as the gravity system kicked on. One row at a time, they were allowed 

to leave their chairs and get their bags. 

Inside the main space, there were signs for everything. The Berthings, or sleeping 

areas, were split between adults and teenagers, and then split between boys and girls. 

Hazel’s parents directed her to the kids’ quarters, got her settled in the girls unit, then left 

to find their own. 

The beds were like bunk beds, stacked three high. They were also known as Racks, 

according to the pamphlet. The beds themselves lifted up and were hollow inside. Hazel 
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took a middle one because it seemed easiest for her to get in and out of. She began 

unpacking her clothes into the hollow space. A place for everything.   

Other girls began piling in, laughing and talking. When Hazel didn’t know what to 

do with her travel gear and instrument cases, a tiny sprite of a girl with red hair pointed to 

a wall of lockers. 

“Anything that doesn’t fit in the bed, just put in there,” she explained. “Hi, I’m 

Rayna.” 

“Thank you. I’m Hazel,” Hazel said. The sprite flashed a smile and began setting 

up in the Rack underneath Hazel. 

Hazel chose a locker as close to her bed as she could. Inside, there was a marker, a 

magnet, and a note: ‘Please write your name in the space provided and place this label on 

the front of the locker.’ Ever the rule follower, Hazel completed the task as directed. 

The stack of beds she had chosen was in a corner against a wall. Only three girls 

could fit. Another girl soon joined Hazel and Rayna, and her name was Liana. 

Liana was very beautiful, taller than Hazel, and long-limbed like her, but thicker. 

Liana’s skin was flawless cinnamon. She had chestnut eyes and jet blank, pin-straight hair. 

Liana oozed confidence, so much so that Hazel was a bit intimidated. Rayna, 

sensing this, spoke up. “Hey, have you seen some of the boys on this thing? Super cute.”  

Liana gave a small chuckle, the kind where most of the sound was pushed out of 

her nose. 

“I didn’t pay much attention,” replied Hazel softly. “This has all been a bit much, 

ya know?” 

“It has been a long day. I’m hungry.” Liana’s voice was liquid gold flowing through 

your ears and into your brain. 

“I think I saw signs for the galley. That is where we eat right?” Rayna asked. 

“Yeah, it is. There is a map in this pamphlet of each ship.” Hazel held out the 

paper and Rayna took it.  

“Awesome, let’s go!” Rayna began walking at a quick pace. 

Liana floated down from her perch on the top bunk and looked at Hazel, standing 

almost nose to nose. “Coming?” she beckoned. Hazel followed. 

The galley was full of teenagers already. Some were playing card games. Hazel 

didn’t know any games. There was a strange game, too, played not with cards, but with 

some kind of dotted tiles. She scanned the room, and saw a few people she knew. 
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Hazel’s heart sped up when she accidentally made eye contact with someone, a 

boy, playing a card game. He seemed to have been looking at her already when her gaze 

met his. She looked away quickly. 

She looked up again. Maybe she was mistaken? Nope! He was looking at her while 

skillfully shuffling a deck of cards. He grinned at her awkwardness and went back to his 

game. Hazel followed Rayna and Liana to an empty table in the corner to eat. 

 

After a quick tour of the ship with her new friends, Hazel broke off to find her 

parents, who didn’t seem that concerned about her. When she arrived at what appeared to 

be the adult galley, the two were pouring over some paperwork. Quick to hide it from her 

sight, they looked quizzically at their daughter. 

“Have you looked around yet? I can show you around!” Hazel offered. 

“Not now, Hazel. Besides, you should be in bed. Lessons in the morning,” her 

father announced. 

“Lessons? Why?” she asked. Both adults looked annoyed at the question.  

“It is a long trip and we don’t want you to get rusty. You have violin and piano in 

the morning, lunch, then ballet the rest of the afternoon. Now go.” Sensing that his 

daughter was a little hurt by his dismissive attitude, he added, “Goodnight. Love you.” 

“Love you, too. Night.” Hazel turned and walked away, wrapping her arms around 

herself to appear smaller as she headed toward the Rack. 

Rayna and Liana were talking and laughing when she arrived. Hazel bade them a 

tiny goodnight, climbed into her berth, set an alarm, and went to sleep. 

 

Morning person that she was, Hazel woke at the first alarm. She hopped out and 

dressed very simply: black leggings, tank top, and zip-up hoodie. With her ship map and 

instrument in hand, she set off to find her practice space. 

When she arrived at the music room, there were several other musicians already 

there, tuning. The chairs had names and hers was in the strings section, first chair. 

A prim and proper blonde girl sat in the second chair. She gave Hazel a look that 

would have surely turned her to stone, were such a thing possible. Hazel smiled, but the 

kindness was not returned. Ooookay, she thought to herself, taking a seat. 

Rehearsal was uneventful. Directly afterward was her private piano lesson. Then 

she accompanied some of the solo singers for their practice. 
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Hazel inhaled a quick, and light lunch. If I’m going to be dancing all afternoon, I better let 

it settle or I could barf all over my partner, she thought. She took to her rack and read a chapter 

of a book. 

When it was almost time for ballet, she donned on her tights and leotard. Shorts, 

leg warmers, and the same hoodie covered up the exposed skin. Then, she headed out, 

searching for the practice space on her map. 

Down the hall, coming from the opposite direction, were Rayna and Liana, 

followed by a small group. On their way to their own lessons most likely. They smiled and waved 

to one another cheerfully. 

Bringing up the rear was ‘the boy!’ When they made eye contact, he flashed a sly 

half-smile and tilted his head to Hazel. Her cheeks burned and she returned the gesture. 

Fighting the urge to look back, she focused on her map. 

The dance space was larger than she expected. Several dancers Hazel did not 

know, including the teacher. 

The instructor’s goal for the day was to find her principal dancers, one guy and one 

girl. Effortlessly, Hazel took the number one spot alongside Gregory. Handsome, well 

built, and tall, but not too tall, thankfully. They did have to dance together, after all. 

 

The months droned on, the same thing day after day. Rayna and Liana had lessons, 

but not nearly the load Hazel did, and they didn’t start nearly as early. The girls had taken 

to having late dinners together and playing cards until bedtime. Or, bedtime for Hazel, at 

least. She was jealous that they didn’t go to sleep so early. 

She learned that the boy who made her blush was also in the other girls’ lessons, 

and his name was Atlas. Hazel and Atlas had recently gone from quick glances to 

confident hellos. 

In addition to lessons, the teens put on performances in the evenings. That was 

how Hazel found out Rayna was a belly dancer and a fortune teller, Liana was a 

contortionist, and Atlas, a magician. 

When this information came to light, Hazel noticed a division between the teens: 

‘high culture’ and ‘low culture.’ “If that can even be called art,” Hazel overheard another 

ballerina say during Liana’s performance one night. 
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Finally, the day came when they landed on Venus. All the ship’s tenants gathered 

again in the theatre seats, strapped in, and wore their oxygen masks. The turbulence was 

intense; Hazel was sure that her insides would be liquid by the time they landed. 

One final jolt, and the captain announced they were on the ground. He told them 

to prepare for transfer to the dome. This meant everyone had to take the oxygen tank 

from the bottom of their chair, strap it to their back, and line up. All the luggage had 

already been delivered to a conveyor belt on the ground, similar to an airport. 

Hazel lined up with her parents to disembark. Atlas stood a few spots in front of 

her. He looked around aimlessly at everyone until his eyes found Hazel’s. He smiled 

widely. “See you on the other side,” he said. He secured his mask and started walking. 

Hazel smiled and followed suit. 

The line went through one of four airlocks. Hazel could see the lights of the other 

ships landing, but the atmosphere of Venus was so thick that it was difficult to see 

anything else. The purple tint of the dome was present as they walked into the main living 

space. 

Hazel had only seen the dome on her television screen. She was awed by the sheer 

size of it! In the back center of the dome, close to the edge, was a replica of The 

Colosseum, with a huge, round stage and stadium seating all around. There was a walking 

path between the structure and the entrance to Vatican City. The area formed after Saint 

Peter’s Square was round and had rows and rows of crops, and a small pasture with a few 

cows, chickens, and pigs. 

To the immediate left and the right were rows of identical homes. Two floors, two 

bedrooms, a bathroom, and kitchen, according to the pamphlet. It all looks very suburban, 

Hazel thought. 

“All right, Hazel. Follow the sidewalk past the farm and go into Saint Peter’s 

Basilica. Your dorms are in there. There will be someone to take you to your quarters.” 

Hazel looked at her mother utterly confused. “But…” 

Her father interrupted her. “Get your bags first; the belts are going around again.” 

And with that Hazel was left alone go gather her things. 

Hazel dragged her luggage past the rows of tomatoes, cucumbers, and other 

vegetables. She focused on the gardens to keep her mind distracted. All around her were 

confused kids, and she didn’t want any of them to see her upset, not realizing they were, 

too. 
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Ushers met them at the dormitory door. The right wing belonged to the girls, and 

the left wing, the boys. There was to be no “funny business,” as the usher said. The floors 

were separated alphabetically by last name. Hazel’s surname, Carter, put her on the first 

floor at the end of the hallway. 

The silver lining was that everyone got their own room. Hazel took her key from 

the usher and walked into hers. It was a large space with a made-up, queen-size bed. A 

bathroom and a small kitchenette completed the little suite. She put her things down, and 

sat on the bed. Still confused by her parent’s cold dismissal, she began to cry. Hazel buried 

her face in her new pillow and sobbed until she fell asleep. 

 

Hazel awoke with a start, her heart pounding. Pounding in rhythm to the pounding 

on her door. She threw her covers off and opened the door a crack. 

A dull, grey eye was on the other side, just above the chain lock. 

“Hazel Carter?” the woman asked curtly. 

“Yes,” Hazel replied, voice just above a whisper. Her eyes were puffy from the 

night before. 

“Hurry up. You’re going to be late for ballet rehearsal. Get to The Colosseum in 

the next thirty minutes.” The curt woman left. 

Hazel shut the door, confused. Rehearsal? She was never told of any rehearsal. 

Ever the rule follower, Hazel threw on black tights and a leotard, leg warmers and a light 

pink sweater. Her ballet slippers, she threw in a small drawstring backpack, along with her 

water bottle and a book. 

The Colosseum was clear across the dome. She focused her eyes on the structure 

she needed to get to, everything else around her a fuzzy blur. Hazel passed the last row of 

vegetables and her shoulder clipped someone coming from the other direction, completely 

turning Hazel around. When she gathered her bearings, she was face to face with the smile 

she had come to enjoy. 

“Where are you off to in such a hurry?” Atlas asked, his hands going to her 

shoulders to steady her. 

“Oh, hi!” she stammered. “I’m going to rehearsal at The Colosseum, but I’m 

running late. I’m sorry, Atlas, I have to go.” Hazel backed out of his light grip and started 

off again with a light jog.  
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“I’ll see you later then?” he called. Hazel turned sideways, smiled, and gave a wave. 

She nearly tripped in the process. Atlas waved back, then shoved his hands in his pockets.  

Hazel went through the first entrance of The Colosseum, not sure which way to go 

from there. 

“And… 5, 6, 7, 8!” Hazel heard in the distance. She followed the voice and the 

pounding of feet. She saw her dance partner, Gregory, then she saw the massive stage. It 

was beautiful! Green and gold filigree lined the front of the stage, creeping up the sides 

and out towards the seats. Thick, blood red, velvet curtains were drawn behind the 

dancers. The lights were elaborate bronze, and very expensive looking. 

“About time you showed up! Get up here, Hazel!” shouted the instructor, whom 

Hazel had never seen before. “We just started warm ups. First position, second position… 

watch that turn out, Blondie!”  

“My name is Caroline,” the blonde girl snapped. 

“I don’t give a shit, Blondie. Your turnout is junk. Fall back a row so I don’t have 

to look at it!” the instructor barked. Caroline gasped with shock, but eventually she 

stomped back with a scowl that could set you ablaze if you looked at it long enough. 

Hazel took her spot in the front, next to Gregory. She heard the instructor insult 

and belittle people left and right. Thankful she did not come under fire, Hazel danced her 

heart out that morning. Sure, the instructor, whose name she still did not know, was mean 

and angry. She pushed Hazel, mentally and physically. But it had been a long time since 

Hazel was challenged. It had been a long time since she enjoyed dancing. 

 

After a full day of rehearsal, instruments after the dance, Hazel slowly made her 

way home. She had to report early the next morning for more practice, the performance 

apparently happening very soon. Hazel barely had time to wonder where her parents were. 

On her way back to the St. Peter’s dorms, Hazel looked at the homes, hoping to 

catch a glimpse of her mother and father. Her thoughts were interrupted by the same voice 

she crashed into this morning. 

“I told you I’d see you later,” Atlas said with a smile. Hazel looked at him and 

smiled back. She forgot her feeling of abandonment, for the time being. 

“Hi, how was your day?” she asked. 

“Pretty good. Had a small practice, now I’m exploring the camp. You?” 
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“I rehearsed all day. I’m pretty beat.” Hazel’s voice was somewhat weak. They 

looked up at the dome together. Being on a planet closer to the sun, the days were longer. 

With the thick, acidic atmosphere, you couldn’t tell, anyway. All you could see beyond the 

purple haze and air bubbles of the cooling gel was swirling clouds of dust and small rocks. 

“That’s pretty crazy looking. I kinda miss seeing the stars,” Atlas said. Hazel 

silently agreed. This sight was enough to drive you mad. 

“If they can put this together, don’t they have the technology to put up a 

projection? Anything is better than this,” Hazel wondered aloud. 

“So, what did you rehearse all day?” Atlas asked. “I looked for you around lunch.” 

Hazel blushed deeply. He had been looking for me? That excited Hazel. “I started with 

ballet, then orchestra on violin, then practiced with the opera singers and accompanied 

them on piano.” 

Atlas raised both eyebrows at the full day she recapped. “Wow, so you’re an A 

Class performer,” Atlas said. 

“A what?” 

“An A Class. A high culture artist. You’re the main event for shows.” 

“What are you?” Hazel asked. Atlas gave a small giggle.  

“I’m a C Class kid, same as Rayna and Liana. Side show, essentially.” 

Before Hazel could respond, Atlas stepped in front of her, stopping their forward 

momentum. He looked into her eyes, their noses only an inch apart. Hazel’s heart 

quickened as Atlas’ hand raised to her cheek and brushed some stray hairs back behind her 

ear. His fingers snapped quickly and a coin was held between their noses!  

Atlas smiled widely. “Look what I found! I think you need a shower!” 

Hazel laughed and playfully slapped Atlas’ arm and grabbed the coin. “I’m keeping 

this!” she said and they continued their stroll towards the dorms, hand in hand. 

 

One afternoon, a week later, she had a full dress rehearsal, leading right into their 

first performance. Hazel had three outfits to change into. First, for the orchestra, where 

she was First Chair on the violin, the uniform was a floor-length black gown. She wore a 

dark green gown for accompanying the opera singers on piano. And her ballet 

performance meant a standard pale pink leotard and tutu, matching tights and pointe 

slippers. 
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The entire performance would run about three and a half hours. The Colosseum 

began to fill up with scientists, pilots, farmers, and teachers well before the start time. 

The A Class kids had a few minutes to sneak a peek at the proceedings. Spotlights 

pointed to the sky, lights bright enough to rival the ones illuminating the Hollywood sign 

back on Earth. Long red and gold curtains came down from the top of The Colosseum on 

both sides of the front door. 

The C Class kids were incredible! Hazel saw fire eaters; she hadn’t even known 

they existed! Her eyes caught something in the curtains, moving fast! Two girls flitted 

down the silky material, sometimes holding on with their legs, and other times, their arms. 

Then, Hazel realized one of the girls was Liana, her long limbs in perfect sync with the 

other girl. They came down to two pedestals and struck impossible poses! Liana could fold 

herself in ways Hazel could never do, and she was a prima ballerina. 

Hazel saw Rayna, beckoning people into line toward her with her large smile. She 

looked at people’s palms, pulled small cards from her pockets, and danced through the line 

of people. 

Then, Atlas came into view. Hazel’s heart fluttered. Man, can he work a crowd! People 

flocked around him, all laughing together and all saying “Awe!” in amazement. 

 “Let’s go, people! That’s enough gawking. This isn’t what you were bred for!” 

screamed the tough, little dance teacher. 

Bred? Hazel thought to herself. What does that mean? No one else seemed to react to 

the word. 

 

As people filed out after the show, which went off without a hitch, Hazel caught a 

glimpse of her parents. “Mom! Dad!” she yelled, jumping in the crowd, trying to be seen. 

Hazel tried to fight her way through the congestion and lost them. Dumbfounded that 

they didn’t seem to want to see her, Hazel suddenly felt desperately lonely. It didn’t matter 

how many people were around her; they were all faceless blurs. 

A pair of hands slid onto her hips and playfully turned her around. Now face to 

face with Atlas, despite her watery eyes, she smiled. In the middle of the crowd of people, 

he kissed her. 

 

Over the next week, Hazel alternated between Cloud Nine and utter depression. 

Atlas was the cause of the huge smile and pep in her step, but at night, in her cold dorm 
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room, she broke down. Why had her parents left her? Hazel only saw them, from a 

distance, at the shows, which had become a nightly event. 

One more thing bothered Hazel. Their instructor said on the night of the first 

show, “This isn’t what you were bred for.” What was that? What did that mean? She had 

to find out. Somehow. 

After one particularly long day of practice and shows, Hazel just wanted to sleep. 

Thankfully, it was a night when the tears stayed away because there was a knock at the 

door. Hazel opened it a crack; it was Atlas.   

“Hey, I missed you after the show.”  

“Yeah, I’m sorry. I was tired and saw everyone talking and I didn’t want to 

interrupt,” Hazel explained. 

“Well, you don’t have to worry about that with me,” Atlas said with that smile. 

Hazel melted a little. “Did you want to come in?” She stepped aside and widened 

the door for him. Atlas stepped in and put his arms around Hazel’s waist, drawing her to 

him. He kissed her deeply and she formed her body to his. Goodness, he smelled good. 

 

Weeks of shows flew by. Every night, Hazel continued to try to get her parents’ 

attention. Atlas watched this fruitless effort day in and day out. He visited her room nearly 

nightly now and, while they enjoyed one another’s company, a dark cloud hung over 

Hazel. Atlas wished he could do something about it. 

He walked Hazel to her lessons the next morning. His practices were only three 

days a week, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. This day being a Thursday, he had the day 

to himself. He gave Hazel a long kiss goodbye. Some of the other ballerinas scoffed. Not 

because of the affection, but because Atlas was a C Class kid, and therefore not worthy of 

Hazel’s attention. 

Atlas walked through the dome. The longer they were on Venus, the smaller the 

dome seemed. It didn’t stretch very wide. An oval, a couple miles this way and that way. 

The plan was, when more were ready to come to Rome: Venus, as the settlement was 

known, tunnels and adjoining domes would be brought over. The first of the tunnel 

systems were already in test, he heard from one of the parents. 

Acid dust and pebbles bounced off the outer dome. You could barely hear them 

through the double layer. Every now and then, the siding would get a good WHACK, the 

sound sickening and a little scary. But they were safe. 
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Atlas was doing more than just enjoying the architecture; he was on the lookout 

for two specific adults. He knew very well what they looked like, after watching Hazel for 

as long as he had. 

After about forty-five minutes of wandering, he spotted them. Hazel’s parents, 

sitting at a café near the homes that looked almost identical. He sat on a bench, at a safe 

distance. They seemed to be arguing over something. Hazel’s mother had a manila folder 

in her hands. Atlas thought he could make out pie charts, but it was hard to say at this 

distance. The father, seemingly conceding her point, paid the bill and they left. 

Atlas followed, always keeping them in view. They turned right into a home near 

the middle of the neighborhood. There weren’t any street names or address numbers, but 

there was one thing that makes this house stand out from the rest, Atlas noticed. On either 

side of the front porch steps were rows of marigolds. 

Atlas marked the location in his head. Hazel was in a dress rehearsal, so he knew 

there was no way he could pull her away until that evening. 

 

Yet again that night, adults piled into the Colosseum. Atlas charmed women with 

his close-up magic and witty ways. Liana wound her way down the silk drops to her 

pedestal, and Rayna brought smiles to men’s faces. 

The orchestras and choirs performed first, then the opera singers and the dancers. 

Tonight’s ballet was Beauty and the Beast. Hazel and Gregory were flawless, as usual. Atlas 

never got tired of watching her. 

After the show, he found Hazel quickly. Her eyes were wandering after her parents 

again, but she was trying not to make it obvious that she was looking.  

“Hazel, hey! I have something to show you.”  

“Hi! Yeah? What is it?” Hazel asked. Atlas grabbed her hand and took her 

towards the café he’d visited earlier. “What are we…?” she began asking, but Atlas put 

his finger to his lips to shush Hazel. They arrived at the café, then waited, and waited. 

“Atlas, I’m still in my costume. I’m tired.” Hazel finally said, turning to look at 

him. 

Just then Atlas’ eyes brightened and he turned her around. He felt Hazel go rigid as 

she watched her parents walk down the sidewalk and turn toward the center of the 

neighborhood. 
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The next day, during Hazel’s lunch break, she and Atlas went back to the house 

with the marigolds. It was quiet and the windows were dark. The home looked empty. 

“I want to get inside!” Hazel said with excitement. She looked through windows. 

“Way ahead of you!” Atlas replied as he popped the lock open. He looked at her 

with a huge smile, and Hazel smiled back. He opened the door for her and let her go 

through first. Hazel stepped into the very cold, clean, and organized home. A place for 

everything. 

Hazel noticed there were no photos anywhere. No reminders that they had a child. 

Nothing that said they were proud parents to one of the most promising talents among all 

the children here. Hazel wasn’t full of herself; it was just a fact. 

The only area in the living space that was out of order was on the dining room 

table. Strewn about were papers and manila folders. The top folder was labeled ‘The Noah 

Breeding Program.’ The folder was thick with papers, the top corners held together with 

paper clips. 

Atlas carefully flipped through the loose-leaf papers on the table. As Hazel 

fingered through the packet in her hands, her eyes went wide and her breath caught. Atlas 

noticed and stood in front of her.  

“Hazel, look at me. Breathe. What’s wrong?” He tried not to sound panicked, but 

he didn’t like the look on her face. 

Hazel said nothing. She held up a group of papers and showed him. Attached 

together was a picture of Atlas, sheets explaining he was a C-Class Entertainer, and an 

expiration date: age 25. 

Each child was in the sick collection. They all had a class rating, list of skills, and an 

expiration date. It was all the age of twenty-five. 

Atlas looked out the window, then grabbed his file and Hazel’s from the folder. 

“We’ve been here too long. We have to go.” Atlas ushered Hazel out the door, locked it, 

and they strolled as casually as they could into the crowd of people returning to work from 

lunch. 

Suddenly, a horrid, sickening sound clanged the top of the dome. It hit so hard, it 

vibrated through the cooling gel and the secondary UV layer. When Atlas let go of his ears 

and looked up, he saw a starfish-like splinter in the dome. 
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The panic spread quickly. The architects and scientists in the community argued 

over what the best course of action was. In the meantime, a committee was put together to 

try to restore calm. The cracks at the top point of the dome got thicker by the week, with 

more acid dust and rocks settling in them. 

Rehearsals and shows were scheduled to continue. As much information as 

possible was kept from the children so their performances wouldn’t suffer. 

Hazel refused to talk, or even think about, the breeding information for a long 

time. The cold environment she grew up in didn’t allow her to access her feelings very 

well. She tended to bottle things up. Rehearsals and performances were beginning to take a 

toll on her, too. Atlas seemed frustrated, but gave Hazel her emotional space, which she 

appreciated. She also appreciated that he clearly wanted to help, even though neither he 

nor she knew how he could. 

Before the next show, when the sideshow was complete and everyone was inside, 

Atlas snuck backstage to Hazel. “What are you doing back here?” she asked, a look of fear 

on her face. She started wringing her hands. 

“C’mon. Let’s get outta here. You’ve been killing yourself for weeks and you 

deserve a break.” 

“You saw those papers. We don’t get breaks. This is what we’re bred for,” she 

replied sarcastically. Atlas gently touched her hand and she looked up at him, eyes pooling. 

“Let’s go,” he whispered with a smile. 

“Caroline, dance my part.” Hazel gripped Atlas’ hand and they ran off. 

“Huh. Did someone say my name?” Hazel heard Caroline say as the blonde looked 

around, confused. And then Hazel was gone. 

 

Atlas hadn’t seen a smile so genuine on Hazel’s face in a long time. She was 

obviously elated to be running away from The Colosseum, as he’d hoped she would be. 

There weren’t many places to go, but there was a grassy meadow behind St. Peter’s 

dorms. Wild flowers grew there. She guessed the creators of this special hell wanted it to 

feel more like home. They went and laid together in the meadow just under the curve of 

the dome. Hazel and Atlas watched the dust swirl, like they were slowly sinking in sand on 

a beach during high tide. 
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They lay side by side, not speaking for a long time. Atlas moved her over towards 

him so her head was resting on his chest. He smelled her hair and kissed the top of her 

head. 

“I’m going to tell everyone about what we found,” Hazel blurted out. 

“Good,” Atlas said simply. He could talk to crowds of people nonstop, but in 

private, he liked his quiet time. Hazel being the strong, silent type suited him just perfectly. 

“After the performance tomorrow night. I’m the closer, and while I have 

everyone’s attention, I will call them all out.” She laid out her plan. 

Atlas held her tight. If we are both going to die at age twenty-five anyway, we should make it 

count. They slept in the grass, letting the swirls outside lull them away. 

 

Hazel woke to a creaking sound. She wiped the sleep away from her eyes with the 

heels of her hands. The creaking continued, then suddenly, like a bolt of lightning, the 

outer dome split right in front of her. She let out a scream and Atlas sat bolt upright. 

“Wh- What is it? What happened?” he stammered. Hazel just pointed. Atlas’ 

mouth fell open. The split had reached the ground, gel oozing out through the thick, outer 

dome. Their eyes followed it up and surveyed the other damage. The crack closest to them 

was the only one that had made it to the ground so far. The rest went no further than 

halfway down. 

“We’re all going to die in here.” Hazel whispered.  

  

That night, people still came to The Colosseum. Hazel guessed it made them feel 

better to ignore the situation, especially with no fix in sight. 

It was getting hot. The cracks in the outer dome had caused the gel to boil and dry 

out. Hazel was sweating even before she took the stage. The dance this evening was Don 

Quixote.  

Halfway through the show, the stage cleared and Hazel took her place at center, 

her forehead and cheeks shining with sweat. Breathing was hard, but she fought through it 

to give the best show she could. She turned faster and jumped higher than ever. She 

smiled and had fun on stage. 

Turning and turning, she knew the dance so well that she had time to think. We’re 

all dying in here. Even if we get the dome fixed, I will die in a few years. Screw these people. I hope it all 

comes tumbling down. 
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As her grace and beauty entranced the audience, the first section of the outer dome 

peeled away. The force of the wind caused the others to follow suit, one after another in a 

horrible domino effect. 

As the heavy winds slammed the outer dome pieces into the inner dome, it caused 

quakes inside. Pieces of The Colosseum started cracking apart. Hazel kept dancing, not 

noticing what was going on around her. It was almost as though she was causing this to 

happen. The climax of her performance shook loose the upper stage lights. 

“HAZEL!” Atlas yelled. He had been waiting in the wings with the papers that 

would prove the existence of the breeding program. Now, he ran out on the stage and 

pushed her out of the way. The heavy light came down on him, hard. 

People began screaming and running in all directions, trying to escape the 

nightmare the dome had become. Hazel tumbled halfway across the stage. She got to her 

knees and looked behind her to see Atlas crushed under the light. She crawled to him. He 

was on his stomach, and the light on his lower back. His spine was crushed, his breathing 

labored. 

“Atlas, oh my god! Let me get this off you.” As soon as Hazel touched the light, it 

burned her hands. It was too hot and too heavy for her to move. She frantically looked 

around, tears streaming down her face. No one was available to help. In the distance, there 

was an explosion. She heard people screaming, then silence.   

“Ha-z-el…,” Atlas croaked.  

“Shhh. Save your energy. I’m going to get someone,” she said. Atlas grabbed her 

hand with all his strength. He might not be able to feel his legs, but his arms still worked. 

“I’m glad I met you before the fall of Rome.” He struggled with every word. He 

smiled at this grisly pun and put something in her hand. It was a coin. The same kind of 

coin he gave her the day they literally bumped into each other. 

Hazel let out a gasping laugh and smiled with him, through the tears. “I love you 

Atlas,” she said. 

“I… I… I…” Blood stained his teeth and dripped from his bottom lip. The breath 

left his body and the light from his eyes faded. Hazel let out a primal cry. She put her head 

to his and sobbed uncontrollably. 

When she had gained what composure she could, she kissed the top of his head 

and closed his eyes gently. She laid down next to him and stared at the top of the dome. 
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One hand held Atlas’ and the other fiddled with the coin he left her. Barley able to breathe 

anymore, Hazel’s vision was shrinking to a pinhole. 

The air was getting thin. Hazel figured the explosion had been the oxygen tanks for 

the community. They probably overheated. The dome began to create condensation. 

Water streaked down the sides and dripped to the ground. 

Once more there was a crack, on top of the inner dome this time. It shattered 

open. In a split-second, Hazel saw a blinding, white light, felt her chest begin to rise, and 

then there was nothing. 


